The cause-of-death (COD) statement on the standard US death certificate is a valuable tool for public health practice, but its utility is impaired by reporting inaccuracies. To assess the quality of CODs reported in New York City, we developed and applied a quality measure to 3 leading CODs: cancer, pneumonia, and diabetes. The COD quality measure characterized 5 common issues with COD completion: nonspecific conditions as the underlying COD (UCOD); UCOD discrepancies; the presence of only 1 informative cause on the entire certificate; competing causes listed together on 1 line; and clinically improbable sequences. COD statements with more than 1 quality issue were defined as statements of "limited" quality. Of 82,116 deaths with cancer, diabetes, or pneumonia assigned as the UCOD in New York City from 2010 to 2014, 66.8% of pneumonia certificates were classified as "limited" quality as compared with 45.6% of cancer certificates and 32.3% of diabetes certificates. Forty percent of cancer certificates listed only 1 informative condition on the death certificate. Almost half of pneumonia certificates (45.9%) contained only enough information to assign International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, code J18.9 ("unspecified pneumonia") as the UCOD, whereas most diabetes certificates contained UCOD discrepancies (25.2%). These limitations affect the quality of mortality data but may be reduced through quality improvement efforts.
The cause-of-death (COD) statement on the standard US death certificate is used to generate mortality statistics, a fundamental measure of population health that guides prevention programming and policies (1) . The COD statement contains the etiological sequence of events that led to death, including the initial condition that started this chain of events, known as the underlying COD (UCOD) (2) . Public health programs and policies that address issues such as tobacco control (3), salt reduction (4) , and cancer screening (5-7) rely on the UCOD as a basis for setting priorities, justifying funding, and evaluating their impact. In addition, mortality rates are considered a leading health indicator. As an example, Take Care New York 2020 is a strategic framework aimed at improving the health of New York City (NYC) residents through reducing infant mortality and premature mortality (8) , and the New York State Prevention Agenda includes the goals of reducing rates of heart disease and cancer mortality (9) .
The NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene has increased efforts over the past several years to examine and improve COD reporting, including conducting a hospitalbased intervention to reduce the overreporting of heart disease (10) , creating an e-learning COD training module (11) , and continually providing on-site training for health-care providers who complete death certificates. However, due to several factors, including administrator practices and policies, risk-management concerns, and a lack of standardized training for physicians, quality issues persist that limit the usefulness of COD data (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . Studies that have assessed UCOD accuracy have found that heart disease is overreported (14, 18) , that pneumonia deaths have underlying causes not stated on the death certificate (19) , and that UCOD statistics may differ when vital records jurisdictions request more information for death certificates submitted with limited COD information (17) .
While the UCOD is the most frequently utilized portion of the COD statement, researchers also increasingly analyze multiple-cause-of-death (MCOD) data (20) (21) (22) . MCOD refers to all conditions listed throughout the COD statement. These analyses are conducted to understand contributing CODs and the prevalence of conditions that are part of the intermediate biological processes leading to death, and they often use any mention of a condition anywhere on the certificate regardless of UCOD. The quality of MCOD data may be affected by sequencing errors, where conditions are written sequentially in the chain of events leading to death on the death certificate but are biologically impossible or improbable. Sequencing errors in national multiple-cause mortality data increased from 1985 to 2005, particularly for certificates that included diabetes (23) (24) (25) . MCOD analyses may also be affected by underreporting of intermediate causes. Studies have seen underreporting of some intermediate CODs (e.g., sepsis) when comparing the COD statement with administrative claims and billing data (26) . Understanding and accounting for disease-specific limitations in COD quality are essential when using mortality data.
We aimed to assess the quality of NYC COD data and make recommendations to improve such data for both MCOD and UCOD analyses for 3 of the leading CODs in NYC from 2010 to 2014: cancer, pneumonia, and diabetes. Because chart reviews, a common method of determining COD accuracy and completeness, are resource-intensive, we developed and applied a 5-component COD quality measure to assess COD quality using the COD data from the death certificate. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis to have examined these 5 COD quality issues together and applied them to these 3 leading CODs.
METHODS

Coding methodology for COD certification
All deaths that occur in NYC are certified by a medical professional with information on the cause of death within 24 hours of death, as dictated by section 205.03 of the NYC Health Code (27) . The NYC COD section of the death certificate is based on the 2003 US Standard Certificate of Death and has 2 parts (see Web Figure 1 , available at https://academic. oup.com/aje). Part I has 4 lines (lines A-D) that should document the direct causal sequence of clinical events that led to death. The first line is the immediate COD; intermediate conditions are written on each subsequent line; and finally, the last completed line is the UCOD. Part II should contain any conditions that contributed to or hastened death but were not in the direct causal sequence and did not cause the UCOD reported in Part I (2) . MCOD analyses may use any condition in Part I or Part II, while UCOD analyses rely on the condition selected as the UCOD (2) .
The information the clinician writes on the death certificate is coded by the nationally standardized data processing software SuperMICAR and the Automated Classification of Medical Entities (ACME), which assigns the World Health Organization's International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10), codes and selects a UCOD based on prespecified algorithms (28, 29). These algorithms attempt to correct for a variety of errors in COD completion, such as incorrect sequencing, multiple causal sequences, or a more informative causally plausible condition listed in Part II (23) . This algorithm selects the UCOD from the first causal chain that is clinically plausible. For example, if the condition on line A cannot be caused by the condition on line B, and line B cannot be caused by line C, then the condition on line A is selected as the UCOD. A UCOD can be selected from Part II if the condition is more informative or is a direct cause of the last condition written in Part I. For example, a death certificate with "pneumonia" written as the last condition in Part I but "dementia" written in Part II would be assigned a UCOD of dementia (28). If more than 1 condition is written on the last line and all conditions are able to cause the condition written on the preceding line, then the first condition written by the physician is selected as the UCOD (28). Certificates may be "rejected" for autocoding due to misspelled conditions, acronyms, out-of-sequence duration fields, or uninterpretable phrasing. Certificates that are "rejected" due to misspellings or acronyms are corrected by trained Bureau of Vital Statistics nosologists at the NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene and reprocessed by ACME. Certificates with out-of-sequence or uninterpretable entries are manually coded by trained Bureau of Vital Statistics nosologists. Overall, approximately 15%-20% of certificates are rejected from autocoding and require manual recoding.
Study population
NYC decedents from 2010-2014 who were assigned a UCOD of cancer, pneumonia, or diabetes according to standard ICD-10 code groupings for cancer (codes C00-C97), pneumonia (codes J12-J18), and diabetes (codes E10-E14) were included in this study (30) . While influenza and pneumonia are combined as a leading COD category, our analysis focused on pneumonia deaths, since these 2 conditions have disparate causes and influenza deaths are rarely reported, so pneumonia deaths comprise the majority of deaths in this leading-cause category. Due to the low prevalence of influenza deaths (n = 112 from 2010 to 2014), sensitivity analyses showed that their exclusion did not affect our study conclusions. We then excluded any deaths reported by the medical examiner or those filed on paper. Deaths filed by medical examiners were excluded, as these cases often receive more investigation and detailed pathological information when completing the COD. We excluded deaths filed on paper, since our electronic death registration system contains edit checks designed to improve COD quality that are not applied to deaths filed on paper. The NYC Health Code mandates that all facilities that report 25 or more deaths per year must file death certificates electronically (27) , and approximately 93% of certificates from the years 2010-2014 were filed electronically.
Quality of COD data
We measured COD quality by characterizing 5 common issues seen in NYC death certificates and in the COD quality literature: UCOD discrepancy, nonspecific UCOD, reporting of only 1 condition, reporting of multiple unrelated conditions per line, and improbable sequencing (28, 29, 31-33) ( Table 1 ). Each criterion is described in more detail below. We defined • Exclude cases where an automated coding algorithm identified a nonspecific condition as the UCOD over a more specific condition written on the last line by the clinician a "Septic shock" due to "bilateral lower lobe pneumonia" 1 condition Only 1 condition that is not a terminal mechanism (e.g., cardiopulmonary arrest) in Parts I and II of the death certificate
• Exclude cases with information in Part II of the death certificate • Include cases where an ICD-10 code of F17 was assigned to Part II due to selection of the tobacco check-box • Exclude cases that specify "metastasis," "advanced," or "stage 4/IV" for cancers • Exclude cases that specify "end stage," except for renal, liver, and lung disease (ICD-10 code N18, K76, or J98) • Exclude cases where the system selected liver cancer as the UCOD when hepatitis B or C was written as the cause
Where UCOD is assigned from Part II of the death certificate: Part I: "sepsis" due to "pneumonia" Part II: "human immunodeficiency virus"
Improbable sequencing
Sequential causes that are not ordered in a biologically probable causal sequence (34)
• Include cases where "hemophilia" or "influenza" is caused by anything • Include cases where "rheumatic fever" is caused by anything other than "streptococcus," "sepsis," or "acute tonsillitis" • Include cases where "cerebrovascular disease" is caused by any digestive system condition, except for "cerebral hemorrhage" caused by "liver disease" • Include cases where "cerebral infarction" is caused by "endocarditis" • Include cases where "heart disease" is caused by "cancer" • Include cases where "cancer" is caused by anything except another "cancer," "human immunodeficiency virus," or "hepatitis" • Include cases where "diabetes" is caused by "hypertension" • Include cases where specific infections are caused by specific noninfectious conditions (34) "Coronary artery disease" due to breast cancer
Abbreviations: COD, cause of death; ICD-10, International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision; UCOD, underlying cause of death. a The condition written on the last line of Part I of the death certificate should be the UCOD if the certificate was correctly completed, except in the case where ICD-10 coding rules prioritize an intermediate condition over the last line for improved specificity. For example, myocardial infarction may be assigned as the UCOD instead of the antecedent coronary artery disease, and liver cancer may be assigned as the UCOD over the antecedent hepatitis. We excluded such cases because they did not represent physician error.
b An R99 code may be assigned when "unknown" is written on the death certificate (e.g., "unknown infection source"). When this occurs, the coding system can accept the prior condition as the UCOD regardless of whether sequential conditions may be more appropriate as a UCOD. For example, if "sepsis, unknown source" due to "advanced lung cancer" was written, sepsis would probably be the UCOD instead of lung cancer. These should not be counted as discrepant.
COD statements containing at least 1 quality issue as statements of "limited quality" for our analysis.
Discrepant UCODs included certificates where the UCOD selected by the nationally standardized system (SuperMICAR/ ACME) did not match the UCOD identified using the condition the physician wrote on the last line of Part I of the death certificate. By definition, the condition on the last line in Part I is the UCOD intended by the physician entering the COD. We considered ICD-10 codes within the same ICD-10 chapter to be concordant, as UCOD assignment may be modified by other conditions on the certificate. ACME is designed to prioritize certain conditions over others to improve ICD-10 assignment (e.g., acute myocardial infarction over other chronic heart conditions; liver cancer over hepatitis B and hepatitis C; sepsis or pneumonia with unknown organisms over other conditions) (28). Since these discrepancies are created by the coding algorithm, we excluded these cases and did not consider them discrepant.
Nonspecific UCODs included terminal mechanisms or events and nonspecific anatomical processes or physiological derangements. Terminal mechanisms and events (e.g., cardiopulmonary arrest, respiratory failure) are conditions that are part of the dying process and occur in almost every decedent. Nonspecific anatomical processes or physiological derangements (e.g., end-stage organ diseases, unspecified pneumonia, sepsis) are nonspecific conditions that could have resulted from almost any disease pathway, including both nonnatural/ external conditions (e.g., accident, homicide, suicide, complication of medical procedures) and natural disease processes (34) . Pneumonia was considered a nonspecific UCOD only if this condition was written on the last line of the certificate.
"One-condition" certificates contained only 1 nonterminal mechanism or event in Parts I and II. We excluded 1-condition COD statements indicating metastatic cancers or "end-stage" conditions (other than end-stage organ diseases), as these conditions contain enough information to be considered both immediate and underlying conditions, compared with certificates that state only 1 condition (e.g., "breast cancer," "coronary artery disease," or "chronic obstructive pulmonary disease").
Certificates with multiple unrelated conditions per line contained ICD-10 codes for competing conditions on the same line in Part I that were not within the same ICD-10 chapter. Clinically linked conditions that are assigned 2 codes from different ICD-10 chapters were excluded from this error. For example, "Parkinson's dementia" receives codes for Parkinson's disease (code G20) and dementia (code F03).
Certificates with improbable sequencing contained conditions that were ordered in a biologically improbable causal sequence. We used the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's ICD-10 Cause-of-Death Querying manual (33) to identify noninjury-related clinically improbable sequences, such as cancer due to conditions other than human immunodeficiency virus and hepatitis B and C and diabetes due to hypertension.
Statistical analysis
To obtain sensitivity and specificity measures for our COD measure, we compared whether a COD would be considered limited-quality based on manual review by our study team of clinicians and epidemiologists with whether a COD would be considered limited-quality using our measure. We applied this to a simple random sample of 200 death certificates. Three manual reviews were conducted by independent reviewers. Sensitivity between reviewers ranged from 75% to 89%, and specificity ranged from 76% to 97% (data not shown).
We evaluated the frequencies of demographic characteristics and quality measures according to leading CODs using SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina).
This project did not fall under the purview of the NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene's Institutional Review Board, as it was a quality improvement project not involving living human subjects.
RESULTS
Study population
There were 82,116 deaths reported as being caused by cancer, pneumonia, or diabetes in NYC from 2010 to 2014-39.5% of all nonpaper and non-medical-examiner deaths recorded during that time frame. Within leading COD categories, limited COD quality differed according to demographic characteristics (Table 2) . Among cancer decedents, certificates with limited-quality COD were filed more often for decedents aged 75 years or older, white non-Hispanics, and persons who died at home. Among diabetes decedents, certificates with limited-quality COD were filed more often for females, black non-Hispanics, and persons who died as a hospital inpatient. Among pneumonia decedents, certificates with limited-quality COD were filed more often for decedents aged 85 years or older, white non-Hispanics, and persons who died as a hospital inpatient.
Quality of COD data
Cancer. Approximately 45.6% of all cancer death certificates were of limited quality, and 40.0% of all cancer death certificates contained only 1 nonterminal mechanism on the entire certificate (Table 3) . These errors varied widely by type of cancer UCOD (Table 4) , with cancers of the "eye, brain, and other parts of the central nervous system" containing only 1 condition for 67.1% of death certificates, while cancers of "ill-defined secondary and unspecified sites" contained only 1 condition for 16.8% of death certificates. For most other types of cancer, the proportion of death certificates containing only 1 condition ranged from 31.6% to 46.2%.
Pneumonia. COD quality was limited for most pneumonia deaths (66.8%). Of all pneumonia deaths, 38.8% contained only 1 informative condition in the COD section, and 45.9% contained a nonspecific UCOD (Table 3) . Of all pneumonia deaths, many certificates did not specify the infection source in the corresponding ICD-10 codes, with 82.6% of pneumonia deaths being assigned a UCOD of J18.9 (pneumonia, unspecified; 46.8%) or J18.1 (lobar pneumonia, unspecified; 35.8%). An additional 12.2% of certificates identified unspecified bacterial pneumonia (ICD-10 code J15.9) (data not shown).
Diabetes. One-third of diabetes certificates contained limited-quality COD data (32.3%) (Table 3) , with 25.2% of diabetes certificates containing UCOD discrepancies and 15.2% containing a clinically improbable sequence. Of all diabetes certificates, the clinically improbable sequence reported most often was hypertension causing diabetes (15.0%) ( Table 5) . Among diabetes deaths, the last line written by the physician in the COD section (by definition, the UCOD intended by the 
DISCUSSION
We created and applied a 5-component COD quality measure to characterize quality deficiencies in NYC death certificates and understand the limitations of COD quality for a Limited-quality death certificates had at least 1 quality issue. A given certificate may have been flagged with more than 1 specific quality issue; therefore, numbers in subgroups may not add up to the total number of certificates with "limited" quality.
b All cancer and diabetes UCODs were considered specific CODs. For pneumonia UCODs, ICD-10 code J18.9 was considered nonspecific. Abbreviation: ICD-10, International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision. a One-condition errors were defined as death certificates with only 1 nonterminal mechanism ICD-10 code in Parts I and II that also did not have wording to indicate metastatic/stage IV/advanced cancer. The ICD-10 code C97, "multiple primary sites" (n = 346), was not included in this table because each primary cancer site on the death certificate is assigned an ICD-10 code, so these cases inherently cannot have 1 condition. various diseases. Our results showed that 66.8% of pneumonia certificates were considered limited-quality, as compared with 45.6% of cancer certificates and 32.3% of diabetes certificates. Cancer certificates often had only 1 informative condition stated on the death certificate, but this varied by cancer type. Pneumonia certificates were often nonspecific, with almost half of such deaths being attributed to "pneumonia, unspecific" (ICD-10 code J18.9). Diabetes certificates often contained clinically improbable sequences involving hypertension or listed conditions other than diabetes on the last line of the certificate. To our knowledge, this was the first analysis to examine, in combination, these aspects of COD quality and apply them to these leading CODs.
Though the literature on COD quality in the United States is sparse, our overall findings are consistent with previous research on UCOD and MCOD data quality. Israel et al. (35) , using 1979 national data, and Steenland et al. (36) , using 1960-1989 national data, found that cancer certificates had few conditions reported while comparatively more conditions were reported on diabetes certificates, which is consistent with our finding that 40% of cancer certificates only provided 1 informative cause on the entire certificate, compared with only 2% of diabetes certificates. Cheng et al. (24) Our COD quality measure revealed similar reporting trends for diabetes deaths in NYC, though our proportion of sequencing errors was lower since our analysis was restricted to deaths with a UCOD of diabetes, whereas any certificate may contain incorrect causal sequences involving diabetes. For example, a certificate completed as "ovarian cancer" due to "diabetes" due to "hypertension" would be assigned a UCOD of cancer by ACME, as it is the first biologically plausible chain of events and neither diabetes nor hypertension is a direct cause of cancer.
ICD-10 coding rules accept a causal relationship between diabetes and heart disease, so to be conservative, we considered "diabetes" causing "coronary artery disease" and/or "hypertension" to be a plausible sequence, though this has been debated in the literature (37, 38) .
Our COD quality measure may be used to inform and evaluate efforts to improve COD reporting, without conducting costly and time-intensive chart reviews. This data-driven measure can be used to conduct real-time surveillance of reporting issues, identify poorly performing facilities, and focus on areas for improvement. For example, if a hospital reports a high percentage of deaths with nonspecific processes as the UCOD, such as pneumonia, COD quality improvement efforts should emphasize identification of the underlying cause that preceded the chain of events leading to death. We observed that many deaths with a UCOD of pneumonia occurred in decedents over the age of 75 years and as inpatient hospital deaths. One interpretation could be that other medical conditions leading to hospitalization may exist but are not reported on the COD. Interventions in the hospital setting to improve the reporting of deaths in elderly patients is one strategy for improving the quality of COD for these cases. More research is necessary to determine whether information on other medical conditions is available in the medical record at the time of COD reporting. Queries within other jurisdictions on ill-defined UCODs have been used to obtain more specific CODs, resulting in a change in UCOD for 68% of cases (17) . While this strategy may be used to improve reporting of other nonspecific CODs such as pneumonia, it is time-consuming and resource-intensive and often does not result in a more specific UCOD (19) , suggesting that education efforts designed to improve reporting of COD at the time of registration is important for real-time mortality surveillance efforts. In NYC, we currently provide in-hospital presentations that are tailored to address reporting of pneumonia, and we are expanding efforts to improve the education of physicians. As another example, because NYC has several specialized facilities that report primarily cancer deaths, we have begun to tailor our COD quality improvement efforts at these facilities to encourage clinicians to consider the immediate and intermediate CODs when completing the death certificate.
Our findings also have implications for researchers who use either UCOD or MCOD data. Cancer COD statements lack specificity on the intermediate processes that resulted in death and may therefore be underrepresented as a UCOD in multiplecause analyses examining the causes that lead to these intermediate processes. For example, infectious disease prevention specialists who review data containing "any mention" of sepsis or pneumonia to identify populations at risk for these conditions would not ascertain many cancer certificates, as they often contain only the UCOD (cancer type) (26) . Conversely, pneumonia death certificates often lack specificity on the organism causing pneumonia or the underlying chronic condition predisposing the individual to pneumonia. Deaths due to pneumonia may be overestimated, as these deaths are often nonspecific and may have a more distal UCOD (19) . Pneumonia is the third-leading COD in NYC (30) , while it is the eighth-leading COD nationally, suggesting possible underreporting of other UCODs (39) . Diabetes COD statements often contain multiple chronic conditions reported in clinically improbable causal sequences, leading the ACME system to select a plausible UCOD that may not be what the physician providing the COD intended. Diabetes certificates may also be incorrectly classified as diabetes deaths if multiple conditions were listed together or conditions were written out of sequence (leaving ACME to identify a UCOD from the first plausible chain). Therefore, some pneumonia and diabetes deaths may have been assigned a different UCOD if they were free of these quality errors, but the extent of misclassification is unknown without chart review.
Although our measure has strengths for research and public health practice, it also has limitations. Primarily, because our measure uses the information clinicians report on the death certificate, it cannot be used to understand the accuracy of the COD statement or to identify conditions missed on the certificate. Medical record review remains the gold standard for accuracy of the UCOD and the conditions reported on the certificate. Nevertheless, this measure may provide guidance for identifying certificates that are likely to have alternative UCODs (e.g., those with nonspecific conditions or with multiple conditions on 1 line) on which to focus chart reviews. In addition, it is important to note that each component of the COD quality measure does not affect use of mortality data in the same way. For example, a COD with only 1 condition error that is specific, such as cancer, may not misclassify UCOD mortality statistics, but MCOD analyses would be limited. While also missing information, a nonspecific UCOD that contains only 1 condition, such as pneumonia, would probably have a predisposing condition, which, if listed, may affect both UCOD leading CODs and MCOD analyses. Use of the overall measure is useful for quality improvement purposes, but researchers should consider the impact of each quality component on their work. Another limitation is that, in an effort to balance simplicity and comprehensiveness, it was impossible to account for all possible improbable sequences or discrepant UCODs. For example, we did not include cases in which UCODs were discrepant if the ICD-10 codes were within the same chapter, since these errors are presumably less egregious for public health researchers and are easier to make if one is attempting to include more information on the COD statement in an effort to properly complete it. There may have been cases where causes within the same chapter were so discrepant that they should have been included in our measure. However, our sensitivity and specificity measures were strong and did not reveal such systematic errors, so we expect that these cases would have been minimally present and would not have altered our study conclusions.
Overall, we found that the COD quality of NYC death certificates is limited, and these limitations may be specific to the assigned UCOD. Our 5-component measure may be used to understand the different aspects of COD quality inherent in statistics for various diseases and to develop quality improvement efforts to mitigate these quality limitations. It is essential to understand and improve COD quality due to its role in determining public health priorities.
